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Weeds are an inseparable arrl undesirable part of agroecosysterns. 
Modern agriculture arrl crop production tedmiques create biological 
niches that can be filled by very efficient or ~titive plants other 
than crops; these plants are considered weeds. If increases in crop 
production are to be realized, weeds must be controlled below the 
economic threshold. '!he threshold value varies with crops, weeds, arrl 
different envirornnental corrlitions. 
In the North Central states, wild sorghtnn (Sorghtnn bicolor (L.) 
Moench), called shattercane, is an iInportant weed in row crop 
production. Certain characteristics of shattercane biology arrl 
reproduction make the control of this weed difficult. 
In the past, weed control relied prilnarily on mechanical tillage, 
but there are ecological and economical limitations of this strategy. 
Excessive tillage arrl a reduced ntnnber of rotation crops produce soil 
erosion, increase the ~titiveness of some key weeds, arrl result in 
reduced productivity for the total system. 
Ancient fanning teclmiques are currently being considered as valid 
alternatives for modern agriculture, but the scientific knowledge al::x:>ut 
the global management arrl specific aspects of such techniques is not 
very well known. Cllanging from conventional to more conservative 
tillage can cause changes in the soil envirornnent arrl affect the total 
biology am management of the system. Specifically, shifting 
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from conventional to reduced or no-tillage management systems requires 
new strategies for insect am weed control am new recormnerrlations for 
fertilizers am cultural practices. 
Cllanges in soil tillage can produce dramatic changes in some soil 
variables that, in tmn, can affect crops am weed biology. '!he 
literature documents shifts in weed populations due to long-tenn 
changes in the soil characteristics am tillage management. However 
specific studies about changes in weed population dynamics, 
reproduction, am biology, as a result of changes in the environment, 
must be done. 
'!he objective of this research was to use several agricultural 
practices, specifically changes in planting dates, tillage systems, am 
crops, to produce envirornnental variability, to detennine variation in 
shattercane population pararreters, as a result of the environmental 
variability am to document the reproductive biology of shattercane. 
'!he research was divided in two parts; a field study, followed by 
laboratory studies. In the field study, population dynamics of 
shattercane were evaluated under different agronomic practices. '!he 
results of this study illustrated biological reasons for weed shifts 
as a result of envirornnental changes. 
'!he laboratory studies described the domancy characteristics of 
shattercane plants growing in variable environments am evaluated 
envirornnental requirements for weed seed gennination. Shattercane 
seed gennination was evaluated under different soil water content am 
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temperature regimes. Early arx:l late spring conditions were reprcx:luced 
in growth chambers arx:l shattercane seed gennination detennined. '!he 
results of this study can be utilized to develop a m::xlel of shattercane 
seed gennination uro.er variable agronomic practices. 
'!he overall infonnation from this research will be useful for a 
better uro.erstarx:ling of weed biology uro.er different enviromnental 
conditions, arx:l same results can be utilized to develop better methods 
of shattercane control. 
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SoJ:ghum TaxcIDny 
SoIghum is a genus native to Africa, Asia, Irrlia, and the 
Australo-Pacific region. Before 1800, slave trade from West Africa 
introduced soIghum into North .Aroorica, probably through the West Irrlies 
into the southern states. Martin (1936) described those early sorghum 
strains with the cornrron designation of "chicken corn" and "guinea 
corn". 
'!he taxonomy of the genus is very conplex, due to the presence of 
cultivated and weedy races which can hybridize, thus diffusing 
taxonomic traits used for plant classification. In 1936, Sna-.tien 
published the nost conplete classification of cultivated sorghum and 
divide the genus in two sections, Eu-sorghum and Para-sorghum. All of 
the cultivated and weedy sorghmns of North .Aroorica belong to the Eu-
sorghum section. 
Harlan and deWet (1972) classified the cultivated sorghums, and 
this classification is COIIll'IOnly used by plant breeders dividing the 
species Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench, in 5 races and 10 intennediate 
races. In 1978, deWet published a simplified classification of the 
genus Sorghum that displayed five sections; in the section Sorghum he 
describes only three species, two rlrlzomatous perennial species, and a 
broad non-rlrlzamatous arulUal species. '!he classification of the genus 
Sorghum by Sna-.tien (1935, 1936, and 1955) together with the 
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classification of deWet (1978) are shown in the Appendix A. 
Table 1 lists the taxonomical separation between sorghum 
species present in North .AIrerica. 
Table 1. Taxonomy of Sorghtnn species actually present in North 
America (Klier, 1988) 
1. Plants with rtrizomes; leaves usually less than 4 em wide 
2. Panicle loose am open; sessile spikelets 4-6 rom long, 
deciduous, glmnes completely enclosing grains; leaves 
usually less than 3 em in breadth •...•...•.••...•..•.•. 
.•..••••.••••••••••.• Sorghtnn halepense (johnson grass) 
2. Panicle generally more carrpact than 12. halepense, 
sessile spikelets usually intennediate in size between 
12. bicolor am 12. halepense, usually deciduous, glumes 
generally completely enclosing grains; leaves usually 
more than 2.5 em in breadth; rtrizomes often less 
IllClSSive than,§. halepense .••.•.•••••.••...•••.•..•.•... 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S01:g'hlllll x alnnlIn. 
12. halepense x l2. bicolor (sorghum alnn.lIn.) 
1. Plants lacking rtrizomes; leaves usually more than 4 em wide 
(except in Slld.an grass) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Sorghtnn bicolor (cultivated sorghum) 
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Sorghum plants growirg in different reM crops or sorghum plant 
off-types in sorghum crops are considered weeds, am cormnonly named 
shattercane. '!hese plants usually occur with deciduous, sessile 
spikelets. Actually, shattercane plants demonstrate considerable 
variability in nv:>rphology, principally due to hybridization, suggestirg 
a continuum between Sorghum hale pense am Sorghum bicolor. 
Generally, shattercane plants are tall, dark glumed with lax, open 
inflorescences am no :rhizomes. '!he principal differences between 
cultivated am wild sorghums are related to panicle characteristics; 
size of panicles, sessile spikelet size am dispersal, and retention 
of sessile spikelets until hal:vest. IG.ier, in 1988, wrote: 
"shattercanes are of two types: those that fonn an 
abscission callus, am those with a fragile rachis. 
Many off-types that exhibit the cormnon nv:>rphological 
characteristics of midwestern shattercanes but do not 
shatter are also found in and near fann fields. It is 
concluded that "shattercanes" are polyphyletic; that 
some originated as hybrids or as segregants of hybrids 
between various taxa of SomhYID, am that others are 
derivatives of cultivated sorghum that mllnic wild 
types" 
In this thesis, the word shattercane refers to several weed 
populations of Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench, collected in the state 
of ICMa. 
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Sorghum Biology 
Growth stages 
'!he life cycle of a shattercane plant can be divided in several 
stages (Vanderlip and Reeves, 1972). '!he description of these stages 
is shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Growth stages of SoIQhum bicolor (L.) Moench 
o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
o 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
85 
95 
Identifying Olaracteristic 
Emergence. Coleoptile visible at soil surface. 
Collar of 3rd leaf visible. 
Collar of 5th leaf visible. 
Growing point differentiation. Approximately 
8th leaf stage. 
Final leaf visible in whorl. 
Boot. Head exterrled into flag leaf sheath. 
Half-bloom. Half of the plants at some stage of bloom. 
Soft dough. 
Hard dough. 
Rlysiological maturity. Maximum dry matter accumulation. 
a (GS): Sorghum growth stages. 
b(DAE): approximate number of days required to reach 
a given stage, at Manhattan, Kansas. 
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Reproduction 
Sorghmn is mainly a self-fertilized species, but cross pollination 
is also possible to same degree (Schertz arrl Dalton, 1980; Clark and 
Rosenow, 1968). Shattercane is a very prolific species. A single 
panicle can produce between 500 to 1500 seeds (Burnside, 1984). In 
heavily infested fields in Nebraska, Burnside (1968) found as many as 
23 million viable seeds per acre. A carmnon group of off-type sorghtmlS 
with strong weedy characteristics has the feature of seeds that shatter 
from the heads. '!his dlaracteristic, representing an excellent 
evolutionary strategy as a dispersal rrechanism for the species, is 
agronomically, the most undesirable feature of shattercane plants. 
After initial colonization, weedy sorghmn plants appear in 
agroecosystems principally from two sources: from seeds that remain in 
the soil from previous years, or from seeds produced by off-type crop 
sorghmn plants (FUrrer, 1986). Off-type sorghmn plants are mainly 
forage types and non-rhizomatous grassy types that usually show seed 
shattering dlaracteristics (Clark and Rosenow, 1968). 
Seed Biology 
D.:>rnancy 
Many of the weed seeds deposited in the soil seed bank can remain 
donnant for substantial periods of time, until metabolic or 
envirornnental changes trigger the chain of events that ends in 
gemination. D.:>nnancy is not a clearly understocx:l phenomenon. 
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Especially obscure are the mechanisms operating, and the 
corrlitions that regulate ani control the donnancy. Seed do:rmancy has a 
genetic component, but the gene expression nrust be detennined by 
envirornnental corxlitions during the seed life span. Amen (1968) 
defined seed donnancy as the corrlition in which gennination is 
temporarily delayed due to SCIl1'e internal control mechanism. Donnancy 
can be conceptualized as a survival mechanism that protects seeds 
during adverse corxlitions, allowing donnant seeds to genninate under 
favorable corxlitions (Roberts, 1972). 
'!he nomenclature used to define seed donnancy varies between 
authors, but Khan (1980/81) suggest that it is possible to sununarize 
all the tenninology in two categories: donnancy irrluced during seed 
maturation (primary donnancy), ani donnancy induced by natural or 
artificial corxlitions after dispersal or harvest (secondary donnancy) . 
Mechanisms of seed donnancy 
Taylorson and Hendricks (1977) ani Egley and l)Jke (1985) review 
several mechanisms that control seed donnancy. One or several of these 
mechanisms can be responsible for seed donnancy. '!he most conunon 
mechanisms of seed donnancy are: seed coat-imposed donnancy, embryo 
inadequacy, endogenous regulation of donnancy through chemical or 
netabolic control, and exogenous regulation of seed donnancy through 
envirornnental agents. 
Seed-coat imposed donnancy blocks or limits water, gases, and 
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light exchang'e between the environment am the embryo. Seed coats can 
act as mechanical constraints at the embryo. '!he process that results 
in seed coat iInpenneability occurs through lignin fonnation from 
phenolic C0111pOUl'rls catalyzed by peroxidases. Ihenolic compounds appear 
to be involved in the restriction of 02 diffusion to the embryo. 
Mechanical constraints for the gennination of some seed were also 
demonstrated. 
Many seeds need an after-ri~ process that includes grCMth 
am differentiation, or changes in embryo or seed coat stnlcture. 'Ibis 
process is a mechanism that prevents viviparous gennination of seeds on 
the mother plant. Usually this mechanism is related to envirornnental 
conditions. 
'!he endogenous regulation of seed donnancy operates through 
chemical regulation (with ho:rmones or nonhonnone substances), or 
metabolic control. Honnones were related to the inhibition of 
gennination based on the inhibitor-promotor theory. Ethylene and 
gibberellins promote gennination, am abscisic acid inhibits seed 
gennination in several species, but until recenti y, it was not possible 
scientifically support the errlogenous regulation of seed donnancy 
through honnone balance. Nonhonnone substances that are related with 
seed donnancy are principally phenolic compounds or other inhibitors, 
but again, clear scientific evidence that links both processes is 
lacking. Finally, changes in seed metabolic activity were related with 
the donnancy-gennination behavior. 
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'!he exogenous regulation of seed donnancy can occur through 
variation of envirornnental corrlitions. Light can break seed donnancy 
through phyt.oc:hrone pigments. Presence of specific concentrations of 
02' 002' and ethylene in the envirornnent surrourrling the seeds can be 
related with seed donnancy or gennination. High terrperature was 
related to breaking of primal:y donnancy and to the breaking and/or 
development of secondary donnancy (Baskin and Baskin, 1983). Usually, 
low terrperature can break seed donnancy (stratification or 
prechilling). Finally, low soil water content can generate secondary 
donnancy. Seeds after imbibition display differential behavior in 
water uptake depending on the presence or absence of donnancy 
corrlitions. 
Sorghum donnancy 
Several workers have reported seed donnancy in shattercane seed 
populations (Brown et al., 1948; Goodsell, 1957; Gritton and Atkins, 
1963; Burnside, 1965). casey (1947) obser.ved that the sorghum lines 
with attached glmnes were more donnant. Brc:Mn et ale (1948) indicated 
that early donnancy can be overcome with temperature changes. Goodsell 
(1957) described seed donnancy after harvest that was overcome with 
mechanical scarification. Gritton am Atkins (1963), testing 33 
sorghum varieties, found differential early dOnnancy. '!he donnancy was 
negligible 3 months after harvest. '!hey theorized that the donnancy 
was the result of embryo inunaturity or was due to mechanical 
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restrictions imposed by the seed coat. 
Clark et ale (1967) studied donnancy in so:rghum related with seed 
developnent. '!hey found a mechanism of seed donnancy asscx::iated with 
seed water content. After the seed llDisture was reduced to 28% or 
less, the donnancy nechanism was inactivated. Seeds of so:rghum which 
were desiccated from 12% to 7% llDisture exhibited reversible donnancy, 
specifically at lawer teIrperatures (Nutile am Wcxx:lstock, 1967). Clark 
et ale (1968) related so:rghum donnancy with a brown pericarp am testa 
asscx::iated with the seed. 
It is interesting to note that shattercane seeds genninate 
throughout the season, which suggests there are seeds in different 
donnancy states, and a continuum in the donnancy-gennination pattern. 
Seed longevity 
Results from Burnside et ale (1977) on shattercane seed longevity 
in different soils across Nebraska, denonstrated that sene seeds can 
survive after 13 years of burial in soils. Average seed gennination 
dropped from 96 to 39 % in two years, and decreased to 31% in six llDre 
years. '!he percent of gennination after 9 years was belaw 10 %, and 
only 2 % at 12 or 13 years. '!he viability diminished faster when the 
seeds were buried in a light soil (Keith very fine sandy loam) than in 
a heavy soil (Holdrege silt loam or ShaI'psburg silty clay loam). 
Tillage operations reduced shattercane seed survival in soils 
(Burnside et al. 1986). Jacques et al. (1974) corxlucted a three year 
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buried sorghtnn seed study arrl found that some shattercane seeds 
sur:vive. '!hey reported that seeds that were tightly enclosed by glumes 
showed the longer sur:vival. 
Gennination 
It is iInportant to realize that, for sur:vival, plants need 
the addition of more complex mechanisms than donnancy. Under 
appropriate enviroI'1lOOI1tal conditions, sorne proportion of the seeds 
present in the soil seed bank produce a new generation of plants. 
Seeds need a mechanism that can recognize favorable conditions for 
breaking of donrancy arrl beginning of gennination. Both processes must 
be temporally coupled to result in a new living autotrophic plant 
(Egleyarrl D.lke, 1985). 
From an ecological point of view, gennination arrl emergence are 
critical periods in the plant life cycle. Many weed control concepts 
are centered on the weakness of plant populations at this phenological 
period. seed gennination requires the interaction of enviromnental 
factors (moisture, temperature, oxygen, and light) on a non-donnant 
seed (Staniforth arrl Wiese, 1985). Soil water content is the most 
inportant enviroI'1lOOI1tal factor describing rate of seedling emergence. 
After imbibition, non-domant seeds are metabolically ready to begin 
the gennination process. Temperature affects the imbibition rate arrl 
the gennination rate. '!he position of the seeds in the soil profile is 
crucial for a safe gennination. '!he tenn "safe site", as described by 
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Ha1:per et ale (1965), represents the specific, positive corrlitions in 
the soil aroun:i the seed that pennits the seeds to overcome donnancy, 
escape the early hazards in PrEHJennination am gennination, am 
finally guarantees all the resources necessa:ry for growth. 
Roberts am Potter (1980) irrlicated that weed seed gennination 
follCMed clear patterns. A initial spring seedling flush was 
associated with rising soil temperature. SecoIXlary seedling emergence 
flushes late in spring am summer were related to rainfall pattern. 
Sorghum seed gennination 
Increasing the soil temperature from 15 C to 35 C, increased 
shattercane seed gennination (Burnside, 1965). Kanemasu et ale (1975) 
reported that soil temperature influences both the percent gennination 
am the speed of emergence in sorghum. '!hey found an optinnnn 
temperature for gennination of 23 C. Horrocks am Cloninger (1974) 
described a model in which different soil temperatures were related 
with sorghum seed gennination. Terrperature accounted for 54% of the 
model variation in emergence percent. Meyers et ale (1984) found 
higher rates of gennination am radicle elongation at 25 C than at 
15 C. Stanway (1959) reported that alternating temperatures of 20-35 C 
gave higher shattercane seed gennination than 20-30 C. 
Seed localization in the soil profile is an ilnportant factor in 
seed gennination. Different tillage systems produce differential 
stratification of seeds in the soil profile. Seeds located shallow in 
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the profile are prone to corxlitions suitable for emergence, but are 
exposed to more envirornnental variability that decreases the duration 
of viability. '!he emergence of shattercane seedlings was retarded 
with deeper soil burial (Bumside, 1965). 
Planting sorghmn seeds with low initial seed moisture content 
resulted in delayed seedling emergence (Ihillips am Youngman, 1971). 
Evans am stickler (1961) irxlicated that sorghmn gennination rate am 
percentage decreased with increasing noisture tension in the media. 
Sorghmn seed gennination at 0, -3, -6, am -10 bars was reported by 
Hovelam am Buchanan (1973). Gennination was delayed at -6 and -10 
bars soil moisture. 
R:.pllatic:n Dynamics 
Agroecosysterns are dynamic biological systems in which the weed 
am crop populations are in constant regulation. Natural regulation 
of the population size occurs via changes in the fecundity and 
mortality of the population (SilvertcMn, 1982). 
Generally, in annual plants, the fecundity of the population is 
governed by two factors; the number of seeds produced yearly and the 
donnancy of these seeds. '!he number of seeds produced yearly is a 
density deperrlent process. Seeds accumulate in the soil to fo:rm the 
soil seedbanki the final mnnber of seeds being a net result of 
accumulation am depletion events. Seed nortality in the soil 
represents a dramatic change in population size but it is not a density 
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deperrlent mechanism. '!he IOOSt important annual weeds combine l:x:>th 
factors; large number of seeds produced am long seed donnancy in the 
soil. 
According to Harper (1977), two categories of IOOrtality can be 
described: density deperrlent or "self-thinning" (Yoda et al., 1963) 
am density irrlependent or "alien-thinning". "Self-thinning" IOOrtality 
describes an increasing risk of death asscx::iated with higher density 
plant populations. Density dependent IOOrtality operates within a plant 
generation. "Alien-thinning" IOOrtality describes the IOOrtality in one 
species due to the stress from the density of an asscx::iated species. 
'!he final effect of density dependent processes is to generate 
populations of 'constant' density from originally different densities. 
Corrparing two plant populations with different densities, each 
irrlividual in the denser plant population is less productive and has 
higher probability of death. Density deperrlent fecundity regulates the 
size of the next population. 
A relationship between mean weight and density of survivors (Yoda 
et ale 1963), can be mathematically expressed. as: 
log w = log c - a log p 
or: 
w = c P -3/2 
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In these equations, "w" is the mean plant dry weight, "p" is the plant 
population density, "c" is a constant value that usually is between 3.5 
to 4.3, and "a" is the line slope in a lCXJ/log plot between the two 
main variables. '!he co.rnnon value for "a" is -3/2. 
'!he mathematical relationship is called the "-3/2 power law" or 
"Yoda • slaw" • '!he law is useful for even-aged plant populations that 
are crowded and actively growing. '!he c:onpetition between individuals 
depen:ls on the size and the number of irrlividuals. Plants can be 
divided into dominant or suppressed categories, and the competition is 
expressed as a hierarchy of resource exploitation that ends in 
differential grcMth rates. '!he weaker plants die from competition with 
faster growing plants. Specifically, c:onpetition for light results in 
negative net assimilation rates and causes a differential grcMth rate. 
In general, the higher the density, the sooner that maximum mortality 
occurs. Populations of small plants at higher densities also increase 
in mean plant weight as they grow, but mortality occurs before the 
canying capacity is reached. 
'!he "-3/2 power law" was recently reevaluated for individual 
populations, and it was concluded that other models can better account 
for such cases, but the law remains true for self-thinning in 
interspecific populations (Weller, 1987). 
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Reproductive strategy of Weeds 
In IOCldern agriculture, weeds are recognized for reduced crop 
productivity, however, ideas about weed ex>ntrol are changing. Better 
weed ex>ntrol nethods require a deeper urrlerstanding of the 
agroecosystems, and specific infonnation about weed eex>logy, biology, 
and physiology. It is inportant to study the interference between the 
weed and with other weeds, and between the weed with crops. 
Umerstanding these relationships will likely result in irrproved weed 
ex>ntrol nethods that are more specific and less detrimental to the 
envirornnent. 
Annual weeds perpetuate themselves by generating ex>nsiderable 
amounts of seeds that accumulate in the soil fonning long-term seed 
banks. '!Wo types of seed banks can be defined ('Ibompson and Grime, 
1979) • Transient seed banks ex>ntain seeds that are viable for a short 
time period. Persistent seed banks are fonned from seeds that 
demonstrate primary or secorxicuy donnancy, and will genninate in the 
future when appropriate comitions exist. A IOCldel describing buried 
seed persistence and depletion was developed by Schafer and Chilcote 
(1969). 
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Tillage 
In agricultural systems, m::>re cx::arplexity is added due to the 
incol:pOration of tillage practices that dramatically affect seed 
location am enviromnental corrlitions of soil surrounding the 
seeds. It is clear that tillage is the mechanical force that affects 
spatial am teIrporal dissemination of seeds in the agroecosysterns. 
Tillage operations are also a method of weed seed or seedling control. 
Roberts am DaWkins (1967), Roberts am Feast (1972 am 1973) 
fourrl that under conditions that inhibit weed reseeding, tillage can 
reduce the number of weed seeds in the tillage zone by as much as 25% 
per year. Toole (1946) derronstrated that seeds buried near the soil 
surface lose viability more than seeds buried deeper. 
'!he difficulty of maintaining high productivity is changing 
fanning systems in North Central states. '!he new systems may lower 
the levels of soil erosion, reduce the input of agrochemicals in the 
agroecosysterns, am decrease the degree of enviromnental contamination. 
'!he adoption of conset:Vation tillage systems can drastically 
change the soil surface enviromnent. Differences in residue cover 
produce variations in soil temperature (Lindwall am Erbach, 1983; 
Dixon et al., 1986) am water content (Erbach et al., 1986) in the soil 
profile. Froud-williams et ale (1981) reported changes in weed 
populations associated with reduced cultivation systems for cereal 
production in temperate regions. 
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'!he objective of this researd1 was to study the effect of changes 
in the tillage systems, planting dates, am crops on the biology of 
shattercane. Shattercane biology was measured through changes in 
population dynamics, reproductive capabilities, am donnancy. '!he 
results will be used to improve our umerstan::ling of shattercane 
biology am control. 
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SECl'IW I. IDIUI.ATIOO' DYNAMIC> AND REfK)flJCl'lV.E CAPABILI'l'IES 
OF SHATmRCANE (Sorglmm bicolor (L.) Moerdl) AS 
~ BY SEVERAL AGRHIfiC FRACl'ICES 
Introduct.:icn 
Shattercane is an important weed in the North Central states that 
causes yield reduction in several reM crops (Hanway, 1984). yield 
reductions have been reported in soybean (Burnside, 1980), corn 
(Beckett et al., 1988) and sorghum (Vesecky et al., 1973). In areas 
infested with shattercane, cultivated sorghum species demonstrate a 
continuous genetic drift with weedy characteristics due to the cross-
fertility between the wild and cultivate biotypes (Klier, 1988) thus 
increasing the economic losses produced by this species. 
'!he success of shattercane as an aggressive weed can be explained 
by its biological characteristics. Shattercane plants are highly 
corrpetitive given the tall grcMth habit and high growth rate (Muldoon, 
1985). Sorghum plants can produce large mnnbers of seeds. Burnside 
(1984) reported between 500 to 1500 seeds per sorghum panicle. 
Further, nKJSt of the panicles can drop the seeds to the ground 
(shatter) before crop harvest (Burnside, 1965; Clark and Rosenow, 
1968) • Shattercane seeds can rerain viable for several years vmen 
buried in the soil. For example, in some Nebraska soils, shattercane 
remained viable for 13 years (Burnside et al., 1977). 
Concerns about soil erosion and soil water coI1Sel:Vation are 
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producing changes in the fanning systems in the North Central states 
tcMards reduced or conservation tillage systems (Erbach et al., 1986; 
Dixon et al., 1986; Li.rrlwall am Erbach, 1983). In Midwest 
conventional agriculture, rotations were developed with a limited 
number of crops, thus creating ecological niches for specific weeds. 
Conventional weed control systems were based principally on mechanical 
control. Tillage operations also buried or exposed weed seeds, 
modulating the transient am persistent soil seed bank am modifying 
the envirornnent around the weed seeds in the soil. 
With reduced or conservation tillage, soil disturbance is 
minimized, surface residue cover is increased, am the soil envirornnent 
is drastically changed. Urrler this ki.rrl of soil management, soil 
'tercperature am noisture, together with soil biology, are totally 
affected. Weed seeds remain nore stratified under no-till systems, 
thus cl1anging the relative localization am COI1'1};X>Sition of the 
transient am pennanent soil seed bank (Wicks am Sornerhalder, 1971). 
Comparing weed canununities after several years of different tillage 
systems, several workers reported shifts in the conp:ments of the weed 
cormmmity (Williams am Wicks, 1978; Borrl et al., 1971; Wru.cke am 
Anlold, 1985). 
'!he objective of this research was to study the way in vmich 
envirornnental variability (changing planting dates, tillage systems, 
am crops), can produce alterations in populational am reproductive 
parameters of shattercane. 
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A field experiment was corrlucted near Dallas center, Iowa during 
1987. 'Ihe selection of the location was based on a heavy shattercane 
infestation histo:ry. 'Ihe experiment was located in Dallas COl.mty, in 
section 30 of Grant township. 'Ihe soil type was a Coland-Terril1 
complex, 2 to 5% slopes, with 5.5% of organic matter, and a pH of 6.5. 
'Ihe experimental design was a split-split-plot in a randomized 
complete block with four replications. Planting date was the main 
plot. Crops were planted on two planting dates: one early (April 29, 
1987) and one late (May 22, 1987). Before each planting date, all the 
existing vegetation was eliminated with a glyphosate [N-
(phosphonomethyl) glycine] application (1.26 kg aijha). Additionally, 
alachlor [2-chloro-N-(2,6-diethylphenyl)-N-(methoxymethyl)acetarnide] 
was applied preemergence at 2.24 kg aijha, and bentazon [3-(1-
methylethyl)-(lH)-2,1,3-benzothiadiazin-4(3H)-one 2,2-dioxide] at 1.10 
kg aijha was applied pos~ence to control undesirable weed 
species. 
Tillage systems were the sub-plot for the experimental design. 
All tillage operations were done at planting. 'lhree tillage systems 
were used: conventional, reduced, and. no tillage. Conventional 
tillage plots were noldboard plowed, field cultivated twice, and 
planted. Reduced tillage plots were field cultivated twice and 
lcoland (fine-loamy, mixed, mesic cumulic haplaquolls), and Terril 
(fine-loamy, mixed, mesic cumulic hapludolls). 
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planted, while no-till plots were planted directly into existing plant 
residues. '!he average depths of moldboard plow and field cultivator 
trea'brents were 17.0 em and 10.5 em, respectively. 
Crops were the sub-sub-plots in the experimental design. '!Wo 
crops, com {Zea mays L. hybrid Pioneer 3475 with 95% genni.nation, 
treated with captan [cis-N- ((trichlorarnethyl) thio) -4cyclohexene-1, 2-
dicamoximide]) and soybean (Glycine max L. variety Wells II, with 99% 
genni.nation), were. planted in rows, and plots were 3.5 m by 5 m 
length. Buffer areas were placed between plots, thus avoiding any 
border effects between tillage systems. 
Ihysical and biological rreasurements were recorded in all of the 
experimental plots. '!he past crop was corn, and there was 90% residue 
cover on the soil surface at planting. '!he residue cover was reduced 
to 3%, 38%, and 76% after conventional tillage, reduced tillage, and 
no-tillage trea'brents, respectively. '!hese values are similar to those 
reported by Colvin et ale (1986). Agrarneteorological parameters were 
recorded for each planting date and are sha;,.m in Table 3. 
In each plot 9 days after errergence of the crops, the initial 
number of shattercane plants were counted in a 2500 em2 sarrple area. 
At this time, ten plants fram each plot were used to detennine depth 
of shattercane errergence. Values for both crops from the same 
trea'brent were averaged to evaluate initial weed numbers and depth of 
genni.nation, due to the lack of crop influence over the weed biology in 
early stages of development. 
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Table 3. Meteorological paraneters at planting time, Dallas 
Center, Iowa 
Farly planting late planting 
April 29, 1987 May 22, 1987 
Air tercperature (C) 35.0 16.0 
Soil terrperature (C) at 5cm 
conventional tillage 22.0 18.5 
reduced tillage 22.0 16.5 
no tillage 21.0 16.5 
Soil terrperature (C) at lOcm 
conventional tillage 22.0 16.5 
reduced tillage 20.5 15.5 
no tillage 19.0 15.0 
Relative htnnidity (%) 75.0 83.0 
Shattercane plants were counted again in every plot at 36, 56, and 
90 days after emeJ:gence. Regression analyses between plant sw:vival 
and tine were done. '!he weight of panicles was detennined for ten 
randomly selected inflorescences. '!he panicles were covered with 
Delnet2 pollinating bags, thus avoiClirg seed drop . Finally, the 
average weight of 100 seeds was detennined for all the treatments. 
Analysis of variance were conducted with the data, and the means were 
corrpared using the Least Significant Differences (ISO) tests at the 5% 
level of significance. Figure 1 provides a terrporal summary of the 
shattercane phenology and agronomic activities for the experiment. 
2Applied Extnlsion Technologies, Inc., Middletown, Delaware. 
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Results am. Di...c:cu:;sian 
Depth of DIe.rgeIre 
Shattercane seeds can genninate over a wide range of depths; in 
this experiment, the range varies between 0.5 to 12.0 ern. The results 
suggest that tillage systems were an important factor conditioning 
depth of shattercane seedling emergence (Table 1 in Appendix B). 
Under no tillage, the seedlings emerged from an average depth of 1. 70 
ern compared with 5.49 ern in conventional tillage and 3.77 ern in 
reduced tillage (Table 4 and Figure 2). 
No tillage :management systems ma.intain most of the weed seeds in 
the top of the soil profile, and under conditions suitable for 
gennination, the initial emergence depth is shallCM. '!he vertical 
IroVement of weed seeds in the soil profile in no tillage systems is 
limited due to the srrall soil volume disturbed by the planting 
operation. Weed seeds can move downward through soil cracks, root 
channels, or invertebrate-ma.de channels. Oppositely, in conventional 
tillage, the weed seeds are distributed by the tillage through the soil 
profile, spreading weed seeds proportionally through the disturbed soil 
layers. Tillage operations disturt:> the soil and create conditions for 
the gennination of some deep buried seeds (increase in soil aeration 
or exposure of seeds to light). '!he average depth of seedling 
emergence in such conditions is deeper than in no tillage. De la Cnlz 
(1974) reported that the extent of soil disturbance associated with 
seedbed preparation is a significant factor in detennining the depth 
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Table 4. Effect of plantirg dates arrl tillage systems on 
shattercane emergence depth 
Early plantirg late plantirg Average 
( em )1 
Oonventional tillage 5.32 5.68 5.49 a 
Reduced tillage 3.52 4.02 3.77 b 
No tillage 1.55 1.86 1.70 c 
Average 3.46 3.85 
ISO (0.05) (Between neans of tillage systems averaged over 
plantirg dates) = 0.54 
lEach value is the average of four sarnplirgs over 10 
plants. Values sharirg the sane letter between tillage 
treabnents are not significantly different at the 5% level, 
according to the ISO test. 
of weed seedlirg emergence. He described shallCMer seedlirg emergence 
in no tillage treabnents compared with deeper e:meI:gence by disking or 
conventional soil preparation. 
Depth of seed burial arrl depth of seedling emergence are two 
related variables. Depth of tillage determines the depth of seed 
burial. After burial, many seeds do not genninate due to conditions of 
the soil envirornnent such as excess 002' lack of light, lack of oxygen, 
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PLANTING DATES 
_ EARLY _ LATE 1«1 AVERAGE 
Emergence depth (cm) 
6r-------------------------------------------------. 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
OL-~_=J_ ______ _L ______ ~_=J_ ______ _L ______ ~~LL~ 
CONVENTIONAL REDUCED 
Tillage systems 
NO-TILL 
Figure 2. Effect of planti.ng' dates am tillage systems on 
the depth of shattercane seedling emergence. 
Data are the means of four replications. 
(ISD (P<0.05) between tillage systems = 0.54) 
am lack of water (Baskin am Baskin, 1985). Most of these 
enviromnental conditions impact on deep buried seeds. HCMever, seed 
longevity is positively affected by deep burial. Jacques et ale 
(1974) deronstrated that shattercane seed viability was greater for 
deep buried than shallCM buried seeds after 3 years. Similar results 
in other species were reported by Stoller and Wax (1974). An 
explanation of those results is that the soil enviromnent near the 
surface is nore variable. 
'!he effect of planting date was not significant for depth of 
gennination, but seedlings in all treatIrents emerged from 
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deeper positions for the late planting date. rate in the season, the 
soil teIrperature at any given depth was greater. 'Ibis teIrperature 
effect can explain the larger nuniber of seeds emerging from deeper 
positions (Kanemasu et al., 1975). Also, a different moisture 
situation between planting dates may explain the larger number of seeds 
emerging from deeper positions late in the season. 
Initial NUIIiJer of Shattercane Plants 
Planting dates, tillage syst:.ens, am the interaction between these 
factors affected the initial number of shattercane plants (Table 2 in 
Apperni.x B). '!he highest initial number of plants appeared for the no 
tillage treatment and the early planting date (Table 5 am Figure 3). 
'!he spatial distribution of the seeds in the soil profile, together 
with appropriate early spring corrlitions for weed gennination, can 
explain the higher gennination mnnbers in the no tillage plots for the 
early planting date. 
Only 20% of the maximum initial nuniber of seedlings measured for 
no tillage and early planting date, were fO\lI')j for conventional tillage 
and early planting date. Ingo (1984) reported the highest number of 
weed seedlings emarged from plots with no tillage treatments and the 
lowest with plots urxler deepest tillage treatments. 
Considering that the initial flush of genninating seeds was 
eliminated with herbicides in plots that received late crop planting, 
it is possible to explain the smaller number of 'initial' plants in all 
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Table 5. Effect of tillage systems and plantinJ dates on 
the initial mnnber of shattercane plants 
Early rate Average 
Planting PlantinJ 
(plantsjm2) 1 
conventional tillage 57 a 37 a 47 a 
Reduced tillage 86 a 66 a 77 a 
No tillage 361 b 92 a 227 b 
Average 168 a 65 b 
ISO (0.05) (Between means of two planting dates averaged 
over all tillage systems) = 67 
ISO (0.05) (Between means of tillage systems averaged over 
plantinJ dates) = 39 
ISO (0.05) (Between means of tillage systems within a 
planting date) = 55 
1Values are the average shattercane populations for 
four 2500 cm2 sample areas. Values sharinJ the same letter 
within each comparison are not significantly different 
at the 5% level according to the ISO test. 
the late plantinJ date by the depletion of the seed bank. COnditions 
that favor gennination should reduce seed persistence (Egley and D..lke, 
1985). In that situation, conventional and reduced tillage produced a 
number of plants that was between 65 to 77% of the initial number. In 
no tillage treatments, the initial number of plants in late plantinJ 
date was only 25% of the original number of plants in early plantinJ 
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PLANTING DATES 
_EARLY _LATE II AVERAGE 
Plants / m 2 
400.-----------------------------------------------. 
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100 
50 
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CONVENTIONAL REDUCED 
Tillage systems 
NO-TILL 
Figure 3. Effect of planting dates am tillage systems on 
the initial rn.nnber of shattercane plants. 
Data are the IOOaIlS of four replications. 
(ISD (P<0.05) between means of tillage system 
within a planting date = 55) 
date, showing that the depletion of the no tillage soil seed bank was 
faster, due to the surface stratification of the seeds. lllgo (1984), 
when comparing early am late tillage corrlitions, recorded more 
emerging seedlings with early tillage. 
Ecologically, conventional tillage operations assist weed seed 
dispersion in the soil. Working with wild mustard, Warnes am Andersen 
(1984) reported substantial reductions in the number of seeds under 
plowing treabnents. Similar results were obtained by Burnside et ale 
(1986) working with corn am several weeds. Roberts am DaWkins (1967) 
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conparin;J the soil depletion of weed seeds (without reseeding) for 
different tillage systems, reported an exponential decrease of seeds 
in all the corrlitions, but a higher rate with frequent cultivations. 
In additional work, Roberts am Feast (1972 am 1973) reported greater 
decreases in seed rnnnbers with increases in tillage operations. 'Ihey 
also explained that without reseeding, the greatest number of seedlings 
appeared durin;J the first year. After the first year, the number of 
seedlin;Js emergin;J was smaller from no tillage systems. 
Conventional tillage, spreads weed seeds in the soil profile, 
generatin;J at the same ti1ne, envirornnental constraints to germination 
am corrlitionin;J the apparition of secon:lary donnancy (Stoller and Wax, 
1974; Karssen, 1980j81a am b). 'Ibis explains the smaller number of 
shattercane seedlin;Js observed urrler conventional tillage compared with 
no tillage. 
SeedlinJ am Plant M:>rt.ality 
Agroeco:systern are exposed to population control of weeds and 
crops by natural and artificial regulation. Natural regulation occurs 
through changes in fertility am nortality rates. Competition and 
predation are the most c:x::IIt1IOOn examples of natural regulation. Usually, 
artificial regulation occurs via several agronomic practices such as 
crop density, tillage operations, or herbicide use. Natural regulation 
of nortality may be density deperrlent or density irrleperrlent. 
In this study, plant survival was plotted against tilne; data were 
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Figure 4. Shattercane survival at 9, 36, 56, am 90 days, 
expressed as a percent of the plants observed 9 
days after initial emergence. "b" values are 
the slopes of the lines 
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recorded at 9, 36, 56, am 90 days after emergence (Figure 4). Results 
suggested two separate periods of plant nortality. A very strong, 
density deperrlent, initial nortality due to inter am intraspecific 
CClI1'petition was observed between 9 to 36 days. Regression analysis 
combining all the treat.Irents, (the number of surviving plants 
expressed as a proportion relative to the initial number of plants of 
each treatment), showed. that the daily nortality in this period was 
higher than 2% of the total average for all the treatments (Table 6), 
but the nortality was higher in denser st:arrls (data not reported) • 
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Table 6. statistical analysis of the shattercane plant 
sw:vival (expressed as ~t of total) between 
9 to 95 days after emergence1 
Days a b n cv 
9 - 36 109.0 -2.11 96 ** 0.95 10.5 
36 - 90 36.3 -0.09 96 ** 0.96 27.0 
1a (intercept), b (slope), n (sample size), R2 
(correlation coefficient), and CV (coefficient of variation 
in percent). Each sample represents counts of 2500 an2 
sample areas (eight per treabnent). Data of all the 
treabnents were pooled. 
** P< 0.01. 
'Ihese data agree with previous fin::li.n:Js of Hcrrper (1977) and Weller 
(1987). Between 36 to 90 days, when the carrying capacity of the 
envirornnent was reached, the population remained stable and plant 
rrortality was negligible. 
Final NuuiJer of Shattercane Shoats 
'!he final mnnber of shattercane shoots was significantly affected 
by planting dates. More shoots per mrit of area were counted in early 
planted treabnents (40 shoots/m2), than in late planted treatments (28 
shoots/m2) (Table 7). Tillage systems affected the final mnnber of 
shoots also. '!he maxiImnn final nmnber of shoots in no tillage 
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Table 7. Effect of planti.rg dates, tillage systems and 
crops on the final mnnber of shattercane shoots1 
Early planti.rg late planti.rg AVErS 
___ ( shoots / ro2)2 ____ _ 
Conventional tillage 29.1 a 24.2 a 27 a 
Reduced tillage 37.0 b 31.5 a 34 b 
No-till 53.3 c 28.3 a 41 c 
Average Plant. dates 40 a 28 b 
Average Crops cx)R: 33.5 SOY: 34.3 
ISD (0.05) (Between means of two planti.rg dates averaged 
over all tillage systems) = 7.7 
ISD (0.05) (Between means of tillage systems averaged 
over planti.rg dates) = 4.3 
ISD (0.05) (Between means of tillage systems within a 
planti.rg date) = 7.4 
lcnR (co:rn), SOY (soybeans), and AVErS (average of 
tillage systems). 
2Each value is the average of four replications. 
Values shari.rg the same letter within each comparison 
are not significantly different at the 5% level, 
accordin:J to the ISD test. 
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PLANTING DATES 
_EARLY _LATE hi AVERAGE 
~ ~ 
REDUCED 
Tillage systems 
~ 
NO-TILL 
Figure 5. Effect of planting' dates am tillage systems on 
the final number of shattercane shoots. Data 
are average of four replications. (ISD (P<0.05) 
within tillage systems for a given planting 
date = 7.42) 
treatment was 41 shoots/m2 compared with only 34 am 27 shoots/m2 for 
reduced am conventional tillage, respectively. 
'!he interaction of planting dates by tillage systems was 
significant at the 1% level (Table 3 in Appendix B). Evaluating the 
interaction by orthogonal contrasts, the results suggested that the 
maximum variability in the final number of plants was found in no 
tillage treatments compared with reduced tillage treatments. Plant 
mortality was higher in no tillage treatments but more plants SUIVived 
in the early planting date (Figure 5). '!he final number of shoots that 
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survived was also inportant am denonstrated a positive correlation 
with the final rnnnber of seeds produced. 
Shattercane Panicle Weight 
Panicle weight was significantly affected by plantirg date (Table 
4 in Apperrlix B). Panicles fran the early planted treatments were 37% 
lighter than panicles fran the late planted treatments. A compensation 
between components of grain yield was evident fran the results; early 
treatments showed more shoots per area, but each panicle was smaller 
trying to co.rrpensate final yield. 
'Ihe effect of tillage systems on shattercane panicle weight was 
highly significant. Differences in panicle weight between conventional 
and reduced tillage were not foun:l, however, both treatments differed 
significantly fran no tillage treatments (Table 8). Again, the 
biological cause of the results was due to a yield component 
co.rrpensation as reported by Bruns and Horrocks (1984); no tillage 
treatments exhibited the highest number of shoots per unit area, 
however they also produced the smallest panicle weight. 
Shattercane Seed Weight 
Results show that tillage systems significantly affected seed 
weight (Table 5 in Apperrlix B). Comparing tillage systems, mean seed 
weight fran conventional tillage treatments differed significantly 
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Table 8. Effect of planting dates, tillage systems am 
crops on the weight of shattercane panicles1 
Early planting late planting AVErS 
___ [weight of panicles (g)] 2 
----
Conventional tillage 
Reduced tillage 
No tillage 
25.3 
23.6 
13.8 
Average Plant. dates 20.9 a 
Average Crops COR: 25.9 
34.4 
34.7 
29.9 
32.9 b 
SOY: 27.9 
ISO (0.05) (Between planting dates) = 8.3 
ISO (0.05) (Between tillage systems) = 4.8 
29.8 a 
29.1 a 
21.8 b 
lcoR (co:rn), SOY (soybeans), and AVErS (average of 
tillage systems. 
2Each value is the average of ten panicles. Values 
sharing the sane letter within each comparison are not 
significantly different at the 5 % level, according to 
the ISO test. 
with the seed weight for no tillage treatments (Table 9). Both 
treatments represented the extremes in the final number of shoots per 
unit of area. '!his suggests that seed weight is a very conservative 
characteristic and perllaps may be the last yield 
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Table 9. Effect of planting dates, tillage systems and 
crops on the weight of 100 shattercane seeds1 
Early planting late planting AVEIS 
__ [weight of 100 seeds (g)] 2 
----
Conventional tillage 1.575 1.625 1.600 a 
Reduced tillage 1.480 1.511 1.495 b 
No tillage 1.520 1.560 1.540 ab 
Average Plant. dates 1.525 1.565 
Average Crops CDR: 1.528 SOY: 1.562 
ISO (0.05) (Between tillage systems) = 0.074 
lcnR (com), SOY (soybeans), and AVEIS (average of 
tillage systems. 
2Each value is the average of four samples. Values 
sharing the same letter between tillage systems are not 
significantly different at the 5 % level, according to 
the ISO test. 
component to be affected (Wicks and Grabouski, 1986). Bruns and 
Horrocks (1984) reported that when the nurrber of shattercane tillers 
per plant were increased from 0 to 2, the nurrber of kernels was reduced 
15%, but the weight of 100 seeds was reduced by only 9%. 
A positive correlation (r = 0.79**) between the final nurrber of 
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shoots am total seed weight was fO\.lI'rl. No tillage treatments that 
had the highest mnnber of shoots have the potential to prcxluce the 
highest Jlt1llIDer of seeds for the coming season. 
'!he results clearly shOVl that planting dates am tillage systeIns 
are very ilnportant variables affecting the population and reprcxlucti ve 
pararreters of shattercane. Corn am soybean, via interspecific 
COI1'petition with shattercane, did not affect the biology of the weed. 
'!he fact that, urrler no tillage systems, weed seeds stratify 
preferentially in the top of the soil profile, could be used as a 
strategy for inproved shattercane control. 
'!he initial number of plants denonstrated dramatic variability 
urrler the corrlitions of this study. Seedling IrOrtality was related 
with initial density, hOVlever, the final Jlt1llIDer of plants was only 
slightly related with the initial number of plants. Panicle size and 
mnnber of seeds were significantly affected by the planting date am 
tillage treatment, however, the average weight of 100 seeds was only 
affected by tillage system. 
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~CH II. GEBUNATICH PATIERN .AND IXllH\NCY aIARACrnRISTICS 
OF SHATrERCANE (Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moendl) 
Introduction 
Shattercane is an important weed in the North central states that 
causes significant yield reductions in several reM crops. yield 
reductions due to shattercane interference have been reported in 
soybean (Burnside, 1980), co:rn (Beckett et al., 1988) and sorghum 
(Vesecky et al., 1973). 
Seed donnancy represents a sophisticated sw:vival mechanism in 
plants; however donnancy characteristics differ between weed species. 
Seed donnancy provides weed species with a biological advantage that 
results in greater competition with cultivated plants. Under 
agricultural conditions, donrancy guarantees the sw:vival of the weed 
seed population by avoiding gennination during unfavorable conditions. 
Khan (1980/81) classified donnancy as primary and secondary. 
Primary donnancy obstructs gennination during seed development and 
maturation while on the mother plant and for some time after shedding. 
Secondary donnancy evolves in seeds after harvest or dispersal. 
Conditions that inhibit gennination, such as temperature variation, 
lack of light and oxygen, or moisture conditions, may contribute to 
development of secondary domancy. Usually, weed seeds deeply buried 
in soils by tillage operations, develop secondary donnancy. 
Additionally, secondary dormancy is not constant; several workers have 
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demonstrated donnancy-nondonnancy cyclic mcx:lels of secondary donnancy 
that follow seasonal patten'1S for weed seeds in soils (Stoller and Wax, 
1974; Karssen, 1980/81 a and b; Taylorson, 1969). Baskin and Baskin 
(1985) described a continuum of changes in physiological responses for 
seeds going through annual do:nnancy cycles. 
Shattercane seeds demonstrate primary donnancy (Gritton and 
Atkins, 1963; Goodsell, 1957). '!he pericazp and testa of sorghmn seeds 
were reported to be involved with seed donnancy (Clark et al., 1967 and 
1968). Secondary or induced do:nnancy was demonstrated by Jacques et 
ale (1974) under burial conditions. Nutile and Woodstock (1967) 
described sorghum seed domancy that was irrluced by seed desiccation. 
Environmental conditions required for weed seed gennination differ 
between plants and may follCM specific patterns. Seed gennination is a 
key step in the annual cycle of weed development under agricultural 
conditions (Egley and Duke, 1985). Understanding the environmental 
control of gennination can help to explain and predict weed seed 
infestations in cultivated fields. 
Shattercane seeds are capable of gennination throughout the surmner 
(Burnside, 1965; Burnside, 1980). Soil temperature influences the 
percent gemination arxl speed of seedling emergence in sorghmn. 
Field studies in Kansas by Kanemasu et ale (1975) demonstrated optimum 
gennination at soil temperatures of 23 C. Sorghmn seeds exposed to 
soils temperatures below 10 C do not genninate (Meyers et al., 1984). 
In an experiment of sorghmn gennination with osmotic tension 
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solutions, gennination progressively decreased with increasing 
m::>isture tensions from 0 to 15 atm. (Evans am Stickler, 1961). 
Hovelam am Buchanan (1973) demonstrated that the gennination of 
sorghum was affected by osmotic pressures under 6 bars, and resulted in 
decreased radicle grcmt:h. 
'!he description of a donnancy-gennination continuum for 
shattercane seeds under different agricultural management strategies 
was the objective of this research. Shattercane donnancy was analyzed 
in seeds from plants grcMing under different erwirornnental corrlitions. 
Optimum corrlitions of soil terrperature am water content for 
shattercane seed gennination were stUdied under controlled corrlitions. 
Materials am Methods 
Shattercane seeds were collected at maturity from a field 
experiment conducted. at Dallas Center, lava during 1987. '!he 
experimental design was a split-split-plot in a rarrlomized complete 
block with four replications. Planting date was the main plot. Crops 
were planted on two planting dates; one early (April 29, 1987) am one 
late (May 22, 1987). Tillage systems were the sub-plot for the 
experimental design. All tillage operations were done at planting. 
'Ihree tillage systems were used: conventional, reduced, and no 
tillage. Conventional tillage plots were m::>ldboard plowed, field 
cultivated twice, and planted. Reduced tillage plots were field 
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cultivated twice am planted while no tillage plots were planted 
directly into existing plant residues. Crops were the sub-sub-plots in 
the experimental design. Two crops, com (Zea mays L., hybrid Pioneer 
3475) am soybean (Glycine max L., variety Wells II), were planted in 
rows, and plots were 3.5 m wide by 5 m length. Buffer areas were 
placed between plots to avoid any border effects between tillage 
systems. 
Shattercane seeds were collected am studied urrler controlled 
conditions to describe viability, donnancy characteristics, am 
environmental requirements for seed gemination. Seeds were collected 
from ten plants randomly selected in each treatment. When the seeds 
were at physiological maturity, selected panicles were covered with 
Delnet1 pollinating bags. '!his procedure guaranteed the harvest of 
all the seeds present from each plant panicle. 
Shattercane Seed Ibl:lIlal'q ani viability 
After harvest, seeds of all the treatments am repetitions (48 
entries) were air dried at 28 C, separated in two groups by weight 
(light seeds had 1.20 g or less per 100 seeds, heavy seeds had more 
than 1.20 g per 100 seeds), arx:l both groups were stored at two 
different temperatures (10 arx:l 25 C). OVerall light seeds represented 
23% of the total seed sanple and heavy seeds represented 77% of the 
total seed sample. Heavy seeds obtained from all the 48 entries stored 
lApplied Extrusion Technologies, Inc., Middletown, Delaware. 
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at 10 C were then tested for gennination in the growth chamber at 20/30 
C (with 16 h dark am 8 h day), am viability tests with tetrazolium at 
15, 45, 58, 94, 131, am 377 days after harvest. However only six 
rarrlom samples of the light am heavy seeds stored at 25 C am six 
rarrlom samples of the light seeds stored at 10 C were tested for 
gennination am viability using the procedure described above. 
Gennination tests were done by placing 100 seeds fram each 
treatnent on 65 by 45 em plastic trays containing two sheets of 
cellulose paper (KiInpac2, type K-22, Ply 19) with 820 ml of distilled 
water. Gennination evaluations were made at 5 am 10 days am results 
were combined. A seed was considered genninated when the radicle am 
plumule were visible am distinct from the seed. 
Tetrazolium tests, as described by Grabe (1970) am Moore (1973), 
were comucted for samples of 25 seeds. '!he results of the 
tetrazolium tests represented the total viability of the samples. 
Donnancy results were obtained by subtracting the gennination values 
from the total viability of each sample. 
Eight rarrlom samples selected from the early planting date 
treatnent were exposed to prechilling treatnents (5 C for 5 days), am 
the gennination corrpared with control samples (without prechilling) at 
15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, am 135 days after seed harvest. An analysis 
of variance was comucted, am differences between treatnents were 
corrpared using the Ieast Significant Difference (ISO) test. 
2 • '~~ __ 'h W· • Kimberly Clark Co., Nt:t:uau, lsconsm. 
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Det:enninatian of Opt:inum Qmninatian 'l'eIIperature 
Detenninations of the optimum terrperature regi.rres for shattercane 
seed. gennination, at constant high water potential, were corrlucted in 
the grcMt:h chamber. '!he experimental design was a randomized corrplete 
block with nine replications. '!he teIrperature regi.rres were: 10 C, 15 
C, 20 C, 25 C, 30 C, 15/25 C, arrl 20/30 C, with 16 h light arrl 8 h 
dark. '!he experimental units were groups of 20 shattercane seeds that 
were placed in petri dishes with sterilized sarx:l. '!he original 
viability of the seeds was 95%. Distilled water was added daily to 
maintain a constant high water potential in the substrate. Genninated 
seeds were counted arrl removed from the petri dishes daily during 12 
days. '!he 10 C treatment did not allCM shattercane seed. gennination 
arrl thus was eliminated from the statistical analysis. Analysis of 
variance arrl treatment mean separations by ISO test were perfonned. 
Non-linear analysis of regression was perfonned on each terrperature 
treatment. 
Det:enninatian of Opt:inum Soil water Content for Genninatian 
'!he optimum soil water content for shattercane seed. gennination 
was detennined in a growth chamber with a teIrperature regime of 20 C 
during a 16 h light phase arrl 30 C during an 8 h dark phase. '!he 
experimental design was a randomized complete block. '!he soil used 
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was a Colam-Terril3 cxnnplex (5.5% of organic matter am pH of 6.5). 
'!he detennination of soil water retention function was done by 
establishing a series of equilibria between water in the soil semple 
am knc:Mn water potentials in a pressure cell apparatus. With this 
data, it was possible to add water by soil weight until a desired water 
content level was reached. Ten shattercane seeds were planted at 8 
soil moisture tensions in sealed petri dishes. '!he soil moisture 
tensions tested were -0.3, -1.0, -2.0, -3.0, -4.0, -5.0, -10.0, am 
-15.0 bars. '!he desired moisture level was established by mi.xi.n;J air-
dry soil with a known amount of water, applied evenly with a fine 
spray, during the dish loacli.rg on a precision balance. Each treatment 
was repeated four tines. Results of gennination percent were 
transfo:rmed to the arcsin square root before the analysis of variance, 
separation of means by ISO test, am linear regression analyses were 
perfo:rmed. 
Seed Genninatian as Affected by '.I'eDperature am Soil water Content 
'!he relationship between soil temperature am water content on 
shattercane seed gennination was detennined by simulating early am 
late spring corrlitions in grcMth chambers. '!he experimental design was 
a factorial on a randomized complete block with three replications. 
'!he experimental unit was a 30 x 20 x 5 an plastic flat filled with 
3Colam (fine-loamy, mixed, mesic cumulic haplaquolls), am Terril 
(fine-loamy, mixed, mesic cumulic hapludolls). 
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soil (Colani-Terril complex). '!he soil moisture tension levels were 
-0.3, -1.0, -2.0, -5.0, -10.0, ani -15.0 bars. 'lhree alternating 
temperature regimes were usedi 28/18 C, 23/13 C, and 20/10 C, each with 
8 h light ani 16 h dark, respectively. '!he desired soil moisture 
content was established with the method previously described. 'IWenty 
shattercane seeds were planted in each flat ani the flats were sealed 
with high density, transparent plastic. '!he system was checked every 
two days ani water added to adjust moisture tension levels. Seedling 
eIOOrgence was recorded at 10 days. 
Percent of gennination data were transfonrro to the arcsin square 
root before the analysis of variance was perfonrro. Linear regression 
analyses were corrlucted for irrlividual temperature regimes. 
Results am DiSOlSSicn 
Shattercane Seed IhnIJaJX¥ am Viability 
See:i gennination was significantly affected by planting dates. 
Shattercane seeds from the early planting date demonstrated less 
gennination, more donnancy, but the same viability compared to seeds 
from the late planting date (Figures 6 ani 7). Averaging the percent 
gennination for planting dates over tillage systems and crops, 
significant differences were fOUl'Xii seeds from the early planting date 
demonstrated 26% gennination compared with 46% for the late planting 
date (Table 10). '!he gennination ani do:rmancy trends 
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Figure 6. Effect of early am late planting date on shattercane 
seed germination am viability. Gennination and 
viability data are average of four replications. 
Viability detennined with tetrazolium test. (ISO 
(P=O.05) between planting dates = 11.70) 
differed between planting dates. A significant effect for germination 
day am interaction between planting dates by germination day were 
obse!:ved (Table 6 in Appendix B). Evaluating the germination day 
effect by orthogonal contrasts, the linear effect was responsible for 
most of the variation (more than 80%), suggesting that the donnancy was 
lost linearly over time, although line slopes were different depending 
on planting date treatment. Differences in percent of donnancy 
between early am late planting dates were larger at 58, 94, am 131 
days after ha1:vest (Table 11). Differences in percent of donnancy were 
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Figure 7. Effect of early am late planting date on shattercane 
seed do:rI1laI1CY am viability. Gennination and viability 
data are average of four replications. (ISO (P=O.05) 
between planting dates = 11. 70) 
not significant between planting date treatments 377 days after 
harvest. Viability of the seeds stored at 10 C dropped only 8% during 
one year. 
Shattercane seeds from different planting date treatments 
were exposed to different envirornnents during the same relative 
phenological period. Differences in seed characteristics are likely 
explained by envirornnental variations affecting seed fonnation and 
development. However, the results showed that envirornnental 
differences produced by tillage systems and crops did not result in 
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Table 10. Effect of planting date, tillage system and crops 
on percentage of shattercane gennination1 
Early planting late planting 
OOR SOY COR SOY AVErS 
( % germination ) 2 
Conventional tillage 25.5 29.3 57.6 33.7 39.6 
Reduced tillage 24.9 28.1 47.4 19.5 34.5 
No tillage 24.8 25.8 39.7 62.0 34.7 
Average Crops 25.1 27.7 48.2 43.9 
Average Plant. dates 26.4 a 46.1 b 
ISD (0.05) (Between planting dates) = 11. 70 
lroR (com), SOY (soybean), and AVErS (average of 
tillage systems). 
2Each value is the average of four replications. 
Values sharin:J the saIre letter between plantinJ dates are 
not significantly different at the 5% level, according to 
the ISD test. 
differences in the germination-donnancy pattern of the seeds. 
These results are supported in the literature. Early post-hanrest 
donnancy is a well doa.nnented phenomenon in the genus sorghtnn 
(Goodsell, 1957; Gritton and Atkins, 1963; Clark et al., 1967 and 
1968). 
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Table 11. Obsel::ved data of early am. late planting date 
on shattercane seed gennination, donnancy and 
viability at 15, 45, 58, 94, 131, and 377 days 
after hal:vest1 
Gennination % ~nnancy % Viability % 
EP LP EP LP 
15 1.9 14.5 95.1 82.4 97.0 
45 4.0 16.2 93.9 81.8 98.0 
58 9.9 42.6 88.1 55.4 98.0 
94 24.7 52.6 71.3 43.4 96.0 
131 29.8 57.3 63.7 36.2 93.5 
377 88.1 93.4 2.9 2.4 89.0 
1IWI (days after hal:vest), EP (early planting date), 
LP (late planting date) • Each value is the average of 24 
data. 
Differences in donnancy due to differential envirornnent was 
reported by Nutile and Woodstock (1967). 
Cclrrparing the gennination of heavy am. light seeds averaged for 
both storage temperature, results did not demonstrate differences in 
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Figure 8. Obser.ved effect of prechilling treatments on shattercane 
seed gennination. Data are the means of four 
replications. '!he equation for gennination response of 
shattercane seeds is described: G = A + B*DAH + C* (DAH) 2, 
where G = gennination %, DAH = days after harvest, and A, 
B, and C are the quadratic equation parameters. Prechill 
parameters: A=1.72, B=-0.03, and C=O.002. R2=94%. 
Control parameters: A=-1.01, B=0.09, and C=0.001. R2=93% 
donnancy and gennination behavior. Seeds from the 25 C storage 
temperature treatment did not differ in donnancy and gennination 
behavior with seeds stored at 10 C, averaging both groups for seed 
weight. '!he results of the prechilling treatments did not deroc>nstrate 
any iIrprovement in breaking seed donnancy (Figure 8). Regression lines 
calculated from the data indicated that prechilling treatments were 
not significantly different. A lOn]er prechilling period may have 
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resulted in donnancy differences. 
Detenn:i.naticn of 0ptimJm Genninaticn Tellperabrre 
Several terrperature regimes differentially affected shattercane 
seed germination. Observed gennination seed data for different 
terrperature regimes are illustrated in Table 12. At 10 C, seeds 
iInbibed water but did not genninate. 'Ihese results agree with previous 
reports of Meyers et ale (1984) and Kanemasu et ale (1975). 
All treat:lrents, except the 15 C treat:lrent, displayed a sigrroidal 
Table 12. Observed data of shattercane seed germination 
umer several terrperature regimes at high soil 
water potential a 
TR 01 02 03 D4 D5 D6 07 DB D9 010 011 012 
CUmulative gennination % 
20/30 C 0 0 48 73 82 88 89 91 91 91 91 91 
15/25 C 0 0 43 57 72 78 85 86 88 88 88 89 
30 C 0 0 22 56 69 78 80 82 84 85 86 86 
25 C 0 0 29 60 70 75 77 79 79 81 82 83 
20 C 0 0 0 35 67 73 75 77 79 80 81 82 
15 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 51 58 68 
10 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
am (terrperature regimes), 01 (day 1), 02 (day 2), 
and 012 (day 12). Each value is the average of nine 
replications. 
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response curve for genni.nation percent arrl days after planting. 'lhese 
results agree with ~ta predicting the sorghmn erergence reported by 
Horrocks arrl Cloninger (1974). Equations arrl statistical parameters 
that describe the sigmoidal response curves for different teIrp3ratures 
are presented in the Table 13. Figure 9 illustrates the gennination 
curves adjusting non-linear m::x:lels for some selected teIrp3rature 
regimes. 
Table 13. Parameters of the non-linear regression of 
gennination percent arrl tiIre at several 
teIrp3rature regimesa 
Temperature regnreb A B C 
20/30 C 88.35 790.83 0.11 
15/25 C 84.75 93.19 0.26 
30 C 81.88 410.38 0.19 
25 C 77.73 550.04 0.15 
20 C 76.57 34340.24 0.08 
93.3 
89.8 
95.2 
96.3 
95.9 
~e equation for the gennination response 
of shattercane seeds is described: G = A / (1 + (B) (C Day», 
where G = gennination %, Day = days after planting, arrl A, B, 
arrl C are the equation parameters. 
~ch teIrp3rature regiIre has nine replications, arrl 
gennination was counted daily from day 1 to 10. 
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Figure 9. statistically calculated values of shattercane 
seed gennination over time for selected. 
temperature regimes at a constant soil water 
content. calculated values follow a sigmoidal 
It¥Xlel. R2 > 93% for each mcx:lel 
9 
'!he date of gennination initiation was different between 
10 
temperature regimes and varied from 3 to 9 days. At a constant 15 C 
temperature, seed gennination began nine days after planting; however, 
seeds began gennination at 4 days at 20 C. Seeds under the 20/30 C 
treatnent deJ'lX)nstrated the earliest gennination (3 days), and the 
highest relative gennination rate. Rapid gennination nay provide 
ecological advantages; early establishment allows the plant to grow 
under conditions of low plant COl'l'petition and high resource 
availability • 
'!he total variability in the analysis of variance prcx:1uced with 
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the data fram Table 12, including the 10 C and 15 C treabnents, and the 
initial zero-values resulted in biased treabnent and days effects. 
'Iherefore, a secooo analysis of variance was corxlucted to reduce the 
};X>tential bias due to zero-values and nonhom:::lgeneity of variances 
between treabnents. with the elimination of pregennination data, the 
10 C, and 15 C treabnents, highly significant effects for temperature, 
day, an::l temperature by day interaction were found (Table 7 in 
Appen::lix B) • 
'Ihe best temperature regimes for shattercane seed germination 
were 20/30 C and 15/25 C. In general, alternated temperature regimes 
were better for seed gennination than constant temperature regimes. 
Similar results were found by Eberlein, 1987 for Sorghum allnum. Under 
the 15 C treatment, the seeds exhibited a late initiation of 
gennination and the lCMest gennination rate. Intenrroiate shattercane 
seed germination was found in the temperature regimes of 30 C, 25 C, 
and 20 C. 
'lb study the exponential phase of the germination to different 
temperature regimes, a new analysis of variance was done includin:J the 
shattercane seed gennination from day 3 to 5 under the followirg 
temperature regimes: 20/30 C, 15/25 C, 30 C, 25 C, and 20 C. 'Ihe 
analysis of variance derronstrated highly significant temperature, day, 
and temperature by day effects (Table 8 in Apperrlix B). 'Ihe slopes of 
the different temperature regimes is displayed in Table 14, and the 
differences in slopes of temperature regimes explain the temperature by 
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Table 14. Slopes from the regression equations that describes 
the exponential phase of seed gennination at 
different terrperature regimesa 
Temperature 
regime 
20/30 
15/25 
30 
25 
20 
B 
17.2 
14.4 
23.7 
20.0 
33.9 
F value P value 
47.8 22.89 0.0001 
36.6 14.42 0.0008 
71.5 62.77 0.0001 
80.6 104.07 0.0001 
94.4 425.76 0.0001 
aFach model was developed with 27 obset:vations. Each 
equation is described: G = A + B (ray), where G = gennination %, 
ray = days after planting, A = intercept value, B = slope value. 
R2 = coefficient of detennination %. 
day interaction. 
To detennine statistical differences in the final number of 
genninated shattercane seeds, an analysis of variance of final seed 
gennination (day 12), considering only the 20/30, 15/25, 30, 25, 
am 20 C teIrperature regimes, was done (Table 9 in Appendix B). '!he 
teIrperature effect was highly significant. Mean separation with ISD 
test is shown in Table 15. '!he final number of genninated shattercane 
seeds was highest at 20/30 am 15/25 C. '!he final number of genninated 
shattercane seeds was lowest at teIrperature regimes of 30, 25, am 
20 C. No significant differences were found between 15/25 am 
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Table 15. Effect of several temperature regimes on 
final percent of shattercane gennination1 
Temperature regimes Final percent of gennination 
20/30 C 91.1 a 
15/25 C 88.3 a b 
30 C 85.1 be 
25 C 82.2 e 
20 C 81.9 e 
ISD (0.05) (Between temperature regimes) = 3.2 
lEach value is the average of 9 replications. 
Gennination was counted in the day 12. Values 
sharing the same letter between temperature regimes are 
not significantly different at the 5% level, according 
to the ISD test. 
30 C trea'bnents. 
Detenn:inatian of Opt:immt Soil water Content for Ge.nni.natian 
Shattercane seed gennination was affected by the soil water 
content. An exponential response cw:ve describes the relationship of 
these parameters (Figure 10). '!he percent of seed gennination declined 
dramatically between -0.3 and -2.0 bars of soil water content (from 96 
to 40% gennination). '!he seed gennination at a soil water potential 
less than -5.0 bars was less than 20 percent. However, some 
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Germination (%) 
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80 
60 
40 
20 
TEMPERATURE 
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Water potential (bars) 
Figure 10. ExpJnential effect of soil water potential on 
shattercane seed gennination at a constant 
tenperature. Observed data are the IOOallS of 
four replications 
o 
shattercane seeds did genninate under conditions of severe soil water 
deficit. '!hese results agree with previous reports of Evans arrl 
stickler (1961), arrl Hovelarrl arrl Buchanan (1973), arrl have very 
inportant ecological ilnplications for the smvi val arrl 
competitiveness of this weed under enviroI'1Il:el1tal stress conditions. 
Ge:rmina.tion percent data were transfo:rmed to the arcsin square root to 
nonnalize the data distribution. '!he analysis of variance for soil 
water content with arcsin square root transfonned data indicated a 
highly significant soil water content effect (Table 10 in AppeIrlix B). 
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Table 16 illustrates treatment means ani separation with the ISO test. 
A regression analysis of the soil water potential and the arcsin square 
root transfonnation of percent shattercane gennination data is 
described as a linear IOOdel (P > 0.0001), ani is shown in Figure 11. 
Table 16. Effect of several soil water potentials on the 
arcsin square root of percent of shattercane 
gennination at a constant temperature regime1 
Soil water potentials 
-0.3 bars 
-1.0 bars 
-2.0 bars 
-3.0 bars 
-5.0 bars 
-10.0 bars 
-15.0 bars 
Arcsin square root of 
percent of gemination 
1.3745 a 
1.2761 a 
0.7024 b 
0.6739 b 
0.4318 c 
0.2343 d 
0.0709 e 
ISO (0.05) (Between soil water contents) = 0.1057 
lEach value is the average of four replications. 
Gennination was detennined for daily counts during' 12 days. 
Percent of gennination data were transfonned to arcsin 
square root. Values sharing' the same letter between 
temperature regimes are not significantly different at the 
5% level, according to the ISO test. 
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Arcsin sq. root of % of germination 
1.5r-----------------------------------------------~ 
TEMPERATURE REGIMES 
1.2 + 20/30 C (observed) 
-+- 20/30 C (calculated) 
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Water potential (bars) 
Figure 11. Effect of soil water potentials (SWP) on percent of 
shattercane seed gennination transfonned to arcsin 
square root (G) at a constant teIrperature. Data are 
the means of four replications. '!he rE!g!'eSSion 
equation was G = 1.094 + 0.079 (SWP). R2 = 74.6% 
Seed ~T1Djnatian as Affected by 'l'e!JIlerature am Soil water Content 
Previous results demonstrate the irrportant effects of teIrperature 
regimes am soil water potentials on the gennination characteristics of 
shattercane. However, results describing the gennination perfo:nnance 
for the interaction of both envirornnental parameters are lackin:J. 
Envirornnental conditions that simulated early arrl late spring 
temperature conditions were used to test seed gennination. Results 
revealed that urx:ler conditions that simulated late spring, (with higher 
temperatures), the gennination was greater arrl faster regardless of 
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Germination (%) 
100~----------------------------------------------~ 
TEMPERATURE REGIMES 
~ 28/18 C --z-- 23/13 C ---B- 20/10 C 
80 
60 
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Water potential (bars) 
Figure 12. Effect of the interaction between soil water 
potential am tenp:rature regimes on 
shattercane seed gennination. Observed data 
are means of four replications 
-2 o 
soil water potential. When soil water potential was less than -5.0 
bars, the seed gennination declined to under 20 percent, regardless of 
soil ten"perature regiIre (Figure 12). 
'!he percent of shattercane gennination data was transfonned to 
the arcsin square root thus nonnalizing the data set. '!he analysis of 
variance demonstrated highly significant effects of ten"perature and 
soil water content (Table 11 in Appendix B). Means separation of 
ten"perature am water potential treabnents with the ISD test are 
reported in Table 17. Figure 13 illustrates the regression lines for 
the interaction of different ten"perature regimes and soil water 
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Table 17. Effect of different teIrperature regimes and 
soil water potentials on total percent of 
shattercane seed gennination1 
Soil water TeIrperature regimes ('lR) Average of 
potential (SWP) 28/18 C 23/13 C 20/10 C SWP 
arcsin square root of % of gennination 
-1.0 bars 1.271 1.048 1.006 1.108 a 
-2.0 bars 0.663 0.556 0.547 0.589 b 
-3.0 bars 0.561 0.518 0.484 0.521 c 
-4~0 bars 0.386 0.348 0.342 0.358 d 
-10.0 bars 0.292 0.215 0.183 0.230 e 
-15.0 bars 0.177 0.155 0.075 0.135 f 
Average of 'lR 0.558a 0.474b 0.439c 
ISO (0.05) (Between soil water potentials) = 0.0312 
ISO (0.05) (Between teIrperature regimes) = 0.0221 
lEach value is the average of three replications. 
Total gennination percent was detennined at 10 days. 
Values sharing the same letter between teIrperature 
regiIres or soil water potentials are not significantly 
different at the 5% level, according to the ISO test. 
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Figure 13. Effect of the interaction between soil water :potentials 
(SWP) and temperature regimes on percent of shattercane 
seed gennination transfonned to arcsin square root (G). 
Data are the means of three replications. Regression 
~tions were: (1) G = 0.873 + 0.054 (SWP). 
R = 58.19%, (2) G = 0.744 + 0.046 ~SWP). R2 = 61.58%, 
and (3) G = 0.729 + 0.049 (SWP). R = 68.12% 
potentials, as expressed by the arcsin square root of percent 
shattercane gennination. 
'Ihese results may have inplications in different tillage systems 
and plant~ dates. Several workers reported changes in soil 
temperature and water potential for different tillage systems. 
However, under the conditions reported in this research, it is clear 
that shattercane seeds can geminate over a broad range of 
envirornnental conditions, suggest~ that shattercane is a very 
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competitive weed in terrperate regions. 
late spring corrlitions enhance shattercane gennination, but 
significant mnnbers of shattercane seeds can genninate during the early 
spring. '!he results suggest that urxier nonnal spring conditions, soil 
water potential may be the limiting factor in seed gennination. When 
soil water content declines below -5.0 bars, seed gennination is 
reduced to less than 20 percent of the available, nondormant seed bank. 
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SEX!I'IW III. GEmoIINATIW AND VIABILI.TY ClJARACrERISI'ICS 
OF leMA SHATl'mCANE SAMPllS 
Shattercane is an increasing problem in some fields in the state 
of Iowa due to special biological properties and difficulty of 
adequate weed. control (Fawcett, 1980; Martin, 1986; Nilson et al., 
1988) . Several reproductive characteristics made control of this weed 
difficult. Shattercane heads can produce large mnnber of seeds that 
can fall to the ground before the crop harvest. Usually, shattercane 
seeds are enclosed in tight glmnes and this is related to donnancy of 
the species. Shattercane seeds can survive in soils for long periods 
of time. In Nebraska, viability of some seeds was maintained for 13 
years. Deep burial of shattercane seeds was related to generation of 
secondary donnancy and longer seed longevity. 
'!he Cooperative Extension seJ:Vice (CES) of Iowa state University 
collected shattercane samples across the state of Iowa. '!he objective 
of the study was to evaluate, in a broad sample, some reproductive 
characteristics of shattercane such as botanical identity, seed 
gennination, and seed donnancy. 
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'!he sanples were botanically identified, recorded by geographical 
origin, aIXl seed aIXl panicle characteristics. Panicles were air dried 
aIXl the seeds were separated aIXl stored in paper bags at 10 C until 
used. All the sanples were collected from August to October of 1987. 
An initial test of gennination aIXl viability was conducted on all 
the semples on October 15, 1987. Gennination test were conducted on 
100 raIXlomly selected seeds of each treatment placed in plastic trays 
with two sheets of wet Kimpac as explained in Section II. Viability of 
the seeds was detennined by a tetrazolium test of 25 raIXlom seeds of 
each semple. A secorxi test of viability and gennination was conducted 
by July 5, 1988. Gennination corrlitions were 25/20 C with 16 h light 
aIXl 8 h night. 
Results am DisalSSUn 
'!he shattercane sempling represents 32 counties of the state of 
ICMa. 'Ihree of the 44 samples (7% of the total) were identified as 
Sorghum alnrum, which is usually confused with Sorghum bicolor. 'lWenty 
eight of the 44 samples (64% of the total) displayed n.lpturing of the 
pedicel which is involved with the shattering characteristic of 
shattercane. Seed shape was larger and rounded in 93% of the sanples. 
Only seeds from Sorghum almum were linear-oblong. '!he tip of the seed 
was slightly exposed in 90% of the semples, arx:i totally closed in the 
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rest. 'IWenty nine of the saIrples (66% of the total) had seeds that 
were black in color, while the rest were brown. 
According to the original percent of gennination, shattercane 
samples were separated. in 5 groups as shown in Figure 14 am Table 18. 
'!he number of samples in each group was: 20 in the 0-20% gennination, 
7 in 21-40%, am 41-60%, arxi 5 in the 61-80% arxi 81-100% each. '!be 
average gennination in the first evaluation was 49% with 91% viability. 
For the secorxi evaluation, the gennination increased to 79 percent 
while the viability decline to 86%. 
'Ihe results suggest a stron:;J initial dornancy that was alIrost 
completely overcome after 10 nonths. Seventy-seven percent of the 
samples displayed 50% or less of gennination, but 85% viability. 
'!he average viability dropped 5% after 10 nonths. '!be group that 
showed the stron:;Jest initial donnancy was the group that maintained 
some donnancy after 10 nonths. 
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Table 18. GeJ::mination am viability of 44 Iowa shattercane 
samples. Cooperative Extension SeJ:Vice. Iowa 
state University 
Range of original 
gennination (%) 
Nmnber of samples 
Date 1a 
Gennination (%)b 
Viability (%) 
Date 2 
Gennination (%) 
Viability (%) 
0-20 21-40 
20 7 
8.4 30.1 
83.3 85.7 
74.6 82.1 
79.8 86.5 
41-60 61-80 81-100 
7 5 5 
47.7 70.0 95.5 
86.1 90.5 91.3 
78.8 86.2 86.1 
83.2 88.3 86.4 
aDate 1 (10-01-1987), am Date 2 (07-05-1988). 
~tion was detennined as the average of 4 
samples of 100 seeds each. Viability was detennined with 
the standard tetrazolium test. 
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Envirornnental variability significantly affects some aspects of 
weed biology. Biological changes are responsible for the differential 
responses by weeds in agro-ecosystems. GrcMth or reproductive 
characteristics of weeds are altered urrler the pressure provided by 
agricultural changes. Alterations in planting dates or tillage systems 
can produce variations in the weed conununi.ty; these variations are 
expressed as weed shifts or changes in weed interference. 
'!his research demonstrated that alterations in agro-ecosystems, 
due to IOOdifications in tillage systems am planting dates, can have 
inportant effects on shattercane biology. Population am reproductive 
parameters of shattercane were significantly affected. Envirornnental 
variation attributable to different crops did not affect shattercane 
biology. 
'!hese results suggest that changes in tillage systems am planting 
dates can dramatically affect the initial number of shattercane plants. 
'!he final nurID:::>er of shattercane shoots was also affected by planting 
dates am tillage systems, hCMever demonstrated only a small 
relationship with the initial number of plants, due to differential 
mortality. 
'!he weight of shattercane panicles was also affected by 
variations in plant~ dates am tillage systems, shCM~ negative 
relationship with the final number of plants. '!he weight of 100 seeds 
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was affected by tillage systems only, am was the parameter less 
affected by erwirornnental variability. A positive correlation between 
shoot numbers am total seed weight was obsel:ved. '!he no tillage 
treatments demonstrated the highest shoot am seed numbers. 
For the conditions of this research, shattercane seeds from the 
early planting date, exhibited pronounced. initial dormancy after 
harvest. Dormancy of seeds stored under laborato:ry conditions 
decreased with tilne am was negligible after one year for all the 
treatments. Seed gemination arrl viability of all the treatments 
remained high after a year of storage under laboratory conditions. 
Seed weight did not affect the donnancy pattern. 
Shattercane seeds are capable of gennination under a broad range 
of erwirornnental conditions. Rate of gennination arrl the relative 
date of germination are phenorrena deperrlent on soil temperature. 
Shattercane requires soil temperatures over 10 C for the initiation of 
seed gennination. '!he highest gennination rate was obseJ:ved at 20/30 
C with 16 h dark and 8 h day, am the lavest rate was at 15 C. '!he 
gennination-temperature relationship was mathematically described by a 
sigmoidal model. Prechilling did not overcome seed dormancy 
iIrmYediately after harvest. 
Soil water potential was a critical factor affecting shattercane 
gennination. '!he relationship between soil water potential arrl 
gennination was described as an ~nential model. Simulating spring 
conditions, varying temperature regimes and soil water potentials, 
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sorre shattercane gennination, was observed for all conditions, 
demonstrating the plasticity of shattercane gennination. Conditions 
that simulated late sprirg, ac:::conpanied with suitable soil water 
content, were optimum for shattercane gennination. 
'Ihe results of these experilrents will help to developrrent of 
improved methods for shattercane control. 
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.Al'I?aIDIX A : 
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SrDIiden (1935, 1936, 1955) 
Sorghum sect. Eu-Sorghum Stapf errern. Sna-rlen (2n=(10), 20, 40) 
subsection Arundinaceae (annuals and tufted perennials 
lacking :rhizomes) 
series Sativa (cultivated; mature sessile spikelets persistent; 
grains large, rarely enclosed by gll.IIl'eS) 
subseries Drtmunondii 
~. aterrilnum 
~. drurnmondii 
~. nitens 
subseries Guineensia 
~. conspicm.nn 
~. exsertum 
~. gambicmn 
~. guineense 
~. margaritiferum 
~. mellitum 
~. roxburcthii 
subseries Nervosa 
~. ankolib 
dulcicaule 
~. basutorurn 
~. melaleucmn 
~. membranaceum 
~. nel:V0Stnn 
~. splendichnn 
subseries D..lrra 
~. cen1Uurn 
~. durra 
~. rigidum 
~. subglabrescens 
subseries Bicoloria 
~. bicolor 
~. dochna 
~. elegans 
~. milliifonne 
~. notabile 
~. simulans 
subseries caffra 
~. caffro:rurn 
~. caudatum 
~. coriaceum 
~. 
~. nigricans 
series Spontanea (sessile spike1ets deciduous; grains snaIl, 
enclosed by glmnes) 
~. aethiopicmn 
~. arundinaceum 
~. brevicarinatum 
~. castaneum 
~. elliotti 
~. hewisonii 
~. lanceolatum 
~. macrochaeta 
~. panicoides 
~. pugonifolium 
~. somaliense 
~. sudanense 
~. usarnbarense 
~. verticilliflo:rurn 
~. virgatum 
~. vogelianum 
subsection Halepensia (:rhizomatous perennials) 
~. controversurn 
~. halepense 
~. rniliaceum 
~. propinquum 
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Sorghum sect. Para-Shorghum (2n=10: African, Indo-Malaysian am 
Australian grasses playing no part in the evolution 
of cultivated sorghum) 
Sorghum section Sorghum 
Halepensia complex 
12. halepense 
12. propinguum 
Anmdinacea complex 
12. bicolor 
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deWet (1978) 
12. bicolor subsp. bicolor 
race D.lrra 
race Bicolor 
race Kafir 
race caudatum 
race Guinea 
12. bicolor subsp. dnnmnondii 
12. bicolor subsp. anmdinaceum 
[the following are not implicated in the evolution of cultivated 
sorghum] 
Sorghum sect. Stiposorghum 
sorghum sect. Parasorghum 
Sorghum sect. Heterosorghum 
Sorghum sect. Cllaetosomhum 
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ANAINsrs OF VARIANCE '12\BllS 
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Table 1. Analysis of variance of the effect of planting 
dates arrl tillage systems on depth of 
shattercane seedling energence 
Source of Degrees of Smn of F value P value 
variation freedom squares 
Block 3 0.92 1.53 0.368 
Planting date (PO) 1 0.93 4.65 0.120 
Block*PD Error (a) 3 0.60 
Tillage system (TS) 2 57.76 119.44** 0.001 
PD*TS 2 0.04 0.01 0.83 
Error (b) 12 2.90 
'lbtal 23 63.15 
**p < 0.01. 
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Table 2. Analysis of variance of the effect of tillage 
systems am planting dates on the initial number 
of shattercane plants 
Source of Degrees of SUm of F value P value 
variation freedom squares 
Block 3 4467 0.57 0.674 
Planting date (PD) 1 63809 24.28* 0.016 
Block*PD Error (a) 3 15608 
Tillage system ('IS) 2 149596 59.36** 0.001 
PD*'IS 2 83041 32.95** 0.001 
Error (b) 12 15123 
Total 23 323921 
**p < 0.0l. 
*p < 0.05. 
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Table 3. Analysis of variance of the effect of planting 
dates, tillage systems, am crops on final 
number of shattercane shoots 
Source of Degrees of SUm of F value P value 
variation freedom squares 
Block 3 894 4.23 0.133 
Planting date (PO) 1 1683 23.91* 0.016 
Block*PO Erior (a) 3 211 
Tillage system (TS) 2 1603 25.51** 0.001 
PD*TS 2 1051 16.73** 0.001 
Contrast aa 1 284 9.04* 0.011 
Contrast if> 1 767 24.42** 0.001 
Error (b) 12 377 
Crops (C) 1 6 0.10 0.755 
PD*C 1 24 0.38 0.545 
TS*C 2 123 0.99 0.392 
PD*TS*C 2 82 0.65 0.533 
Error (e) 18 1127 
Total 47 7182 
aeontrast a (conventional tillage vs. reduced am 
no tillage by planting dates) • 
bContrast b (reduced vs. no tillage by planting dates). 
**p < 0.01. 
*p < 0.05. 
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Table 4. Analysis of variance of the effect of planting 
dates, tillage systems arxl crops on the 
shattercane panicle weight 
Source of Degrees of Smn of F value P value 
variation freedom squares 
Block 3 855 3.50 0.166 
Planting date (PD) 1 1744 21.39* 0.019 
Block*PD Error (a) 3 245 
Tillage system ('IS) 2 621 7.92** 0.006 
PD*'IS 2 103 1.32 0.304 
Error (b) 12 470 
Crop (C) 1 47 1.47 0.241 
PD*C 1 28 0.87 0.364 
'IS*C 2 115 1.78 0.197 
PD*'IS*C 2 144 2.24 0.136 
Error (c) 18 581 
Total 47 4954 
**p < 0.01. 
*p < 0.05. 
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Table 5. Analysis of variance of the effect of planting 
dates, tillage systems am crops on the 
weight of 100 shattercane seeds 
Source of Degrees of sum of F value P value 
variation freedom squares 
Block 3 0.110 0.17 0.45 
Planting date (PD) 1 0.020 0.62 0.49 
Block*PD Error (a) 3 0.094 
Tillage system ('IS) 2 0.088 4.75* 0.03 
PD*'IS 2 0.001 0.04 0.96 
Error (b) 12 0.111 
Crop (C) 1 0.013 1.44 0.25 
PD*C 1 0.009 1.03 0.32 
'IS*C 2 0.008 0.49 0.62 
PD*'IS*C 2 0.001 0.03 0.97 
Error (c) 18 0.162 
Total 47 0.618 
*p < 0.05. 
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Table 6. Analysis of variance of the effect of planting 
dates, tillage systems, am crops on percent of 
gennination of shattercane seeds at 15, 45, 58 
94, 131, am 377 days after gennination 
Source of Degrees of SUm of F value P value 
variation freedom squares 
Block 3 3409 7.10** 0.001 
Planting date (PD) 1 27887 28.64* 0.013 
Block*PD Error (a) 3 2921 
Tillage system (TS) 2 1622 1.47 0.269 
PD*TS 2 906 0.82 0.464 
Error (b) 12 6632 
Crop (C) 1 48 0.16 0.692 
PD*C 1 868 2.91 0.105 
TS*C 2 1153 1.93 0.174 
PD*TS*C 2 1917 5.99 0.003 
Error (C) 18 5369 
Day (D) 5 220605 275.64** 0.001 
PD*D 5 7344 9.18** 0.001 
TS*D 10 2291 1.43 0.167 
C*D 5 728 0.91 0.475 
PD*TS*D 10 1230 0.77 0.659 
PD*C*D 5 670 0.84 0.525 
C*TS*D 10 700 0.44 0.928 
PD*TS*C*D 10 1759 1.10 0.367 
Total 180 28812 
**p < 0.01. 
*p < 0.05. 
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Table 7. Analysis of variance of the effect of several 
teItperature regimes on shattercane seed 
genninationa 
Source of Degrees of SUm of F value P value 
variation freedom squares 
Block 8 1015.3 2.0* 0.0458 
TeIrp. regimes (T) 4 17321.5 68.1** 0.0001 
Day 9 136668.8 238.9** 0.0001 
DaY*T 36 10057.8 4.4** 0.0001 
Error 392 24921.8 
Total 449 189985.3 
arrtle trea'brents 10 C am 15 C were eliminated. '!he 
analysis of variance was done with gennination data of days 
3 to 12. 
**p < 0.01. 
*p < 0.05. 
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Table 8. Analysis of variance of the effect of several 
temperature regimes on shattercane seed 
genninationa 
Source of Degrees of SUm of F value P value 
variation freedom squares 
Block 8 5051.1 1.5 0.1731 
Temp. regimes (T) 4 16123.9 37.9** 0.0001 
Day 2 43909.5 206.3** 0.0001 
DaY*T 8 4669.0 5.5** 0.0001 
Error 112 11918.9 
Total 134 82472.4 
Clrrhe treatments 10 C and. 15 C was eliminated. '!he 
analysis of variance was done with gennination data of days 
3 to 5. 
**p < 0.01. 
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Table 9. Analysis of variance of the effect of several 
temperature regimes on final number of 
shattercane seed geminationa 
Source of 
variation 
Block 
Terrp. regimes (T) 
Error 
Total 
Degrees of sum of F value P value 
freedom squares 
8 386.8 4.2** 0.0015 
4 568.6 12.45** 0.0001 
32 365.4 
44 1320.8 
Lrhe treatments 10 and 15 C was eliminated. '!he 
analysis of variance was done with gemination data of 
day 12. 
**p < 0.01. 
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Table 10. Analysis of variance of the effect of soil 
water p:::>tentials on the percent of shattercane 
seed gennination transfonned to arcsin square 
root 
Source of 
variation 
Degrees of Smn of 
freedom squares 
Block 3 0.0222 
Soil water Content 6 5.8777 
Error 18 0.9911 
Total 27 0.0912 
**p < 0.01. 
F value P value 
1.5 0.2585 
193.4** 0.0001 
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Table 11. Analysis of variance of the effect of different 
terrperature regimes am soil water content on 
shattercane seed genninationa 
Source of 
variation 
Degrees of SUm of 
freedom squares 
Block 2 0.002 
Temper. regimes (T) 2 0.135 
Soil water pot. (SW) 5 5.429 
Lineal 1 3.397 
Quadratic 1 1.005 
T*SW 10 0.060 
Error 43 1.095 
Total 53 5.662 
F value P value 
0.7 0.4988 
63.9** 0.0001 
1024.9** 0.0001 
133.3** 0.0001 
39.5** 0.0001 
5.7** 0.0001 
aData are transfonned to arcsin square root. 
**p < 0.01. 
